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Címke

CÉLNYELVI MÉRÉS
2015. június 3.

10. évfolyam 
ANGOL nyelv

Általános tudnivalók a feladatokhoz

Ez a füzet idegen nyelvi feladatokat tartalmaz. A füzetben az utasítások is idegen 
nyelven szerepelnek. A feladatsor három részből áll; először 2 hallott szöveg 
értése, aztán 2 olvasott szöveg értése, végül 2 íráskészség feladatot kell meg
oldanod. 

Az egyes részek végét egy Állj! tábla jelöli. Ha ilyenhez érkezel, ne lapozz to
vább, amíg a tanár erre fel nem szólít! A korábbi részekhez ne lapozz vissza 
akkor sem, ha esetleg nem végeztél minden feladattal a megadott idő alatt.

Az 1. és 2. részben mindegyik feladat tartalmaz egy példát, amit szürkével jelöl
tünk. Az 1. és 2. részben minden feladathoz tartozik egy táblázat. A meg oldásokat 
ezekbe a táblázatokba kell beírnod úgy, hogy minden cellába egy betű kerüljön. 
Ha a helyes válaszban nem vagy biztos, akkor az általad legjobbnak gondolt 
választ írd be!

Figyelmesen olvasd el a feladatok utasításait! Tollal dolgozz, és ügyelj a kül
alak ra! Ha egy választ javítani szeretnél, húzd át, majd írd mellé vagy fölé a jó 
megoldást!

Jó munkát kívánunk!
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1. rész 
Hallott szöveg értése

Test 1

In this section you are going to hear an account of the favourite pastimes of ten 
international celebrities.

• Your task is to match the activities listed on the right to one of the names on the 
left. Put the letters in the grid. There are two answers you will not need.

• You will hear the recording twice. First, you will have some time to look at the 
task, and then we will play the recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the recording 
in shorter sections with short breaks between them, to give you enough time to 
make your decision about the answers.

• There is an example (0) at the beginning.
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0 The announcer J

1 Jennifer Aniston 

2 David Beckham

3 Cameron Diaz

4 Tiger Woods

5 Carrie Underwood

6 Michael Jordan

7 Roger Federer

8 Madonna

9 Bruce Willis 

10 Celine Dion

This person, among other things, …

A enjoys reading and also writes books.

B likes swimming and collects footware.

C enjoys spear fishing and working out.

D is a plastic surgery freak.

E finished second in a beauty contest and supports 
charity.

F likes playing games of chance.

G likes fencing and enjoys going to stores and  
buying things.

H loves rafting and is interested in a winter sport.

J collects certain metal objects.

K is a nature fanatic and also a keen Net surfer.

L enjoys playing table-tennis and watching cricket.

M likes cooking.

N is a great boxing and basketball fan.
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Test 2

In this section you are going to hear four people talking about their jobs.

• Your task is to decide which one of the three options best 
reflects what the speakers are saying. Put the letters in the 
boxes on the right.

• You will hear the recording twice. First, you will have some 
time to look at the task, and then we will play the recording in 
one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will 
play the monologues in shorter sections with a short break 
between each of them, to give you enough time to make your 
decision about the answers.

• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

0. The announcer says that these people …
A are all well known names in their line of work.
B will talk to us anonymously.
C have never revealed these secrets to anyone else before.

1. The financial advisor says that …
A a lot of his clients boast about their wealth.
B poor people are meaner over money matters than rich ones.
C it is dealing with the clients that he dislikes about his job.

2. The financial advisor adds that …
A he prefers to do the calculations all alone.
B he always refuses to give advice to his friends.
C it is his wife who is responsible for money matters at home.

3. The judge says that ...
A a very important part of his job is to listen to people.
B good advocates will take their time to make a good point.
C sometimes he almost falls asleep during a trial.

4. The judge adds that ...
A even experienced judges worry a lot about their decisions.
B most judges become rather judgmental after some time.
C sometimes judges’ decisions have nothing to do with justice.

5. The taxi driver says that he ...
A has a story for all of his passengers.
B usually picks up his first passenger at the airport.
C doesn’t mind having drunk passengers.
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6. The taxi driver adds that ...
A he is seriouly worried about his daughters.
B his most problematic passengers are women who fall asleep.
C he’s never had any “runners”.

7. The taxi driver goes on to say that ...
A his life has been in danger only once.
B he was hurt by a rock thrown through his windscreen.
C he prefers to be addressed simply as “driver”.

8. The psychic says that she …
A can make only a limited number of contacts a day.
B finds it difficult to tell people that they are going to die soon.
C once convinced an actor that he should stay with his wife.

9. The psychic adds that she …
A must lie to her clients sometimes.
B occasionally also gives advice to her clients.
C can only rely on what she sees or feels during the sessions.

10. The psychic admits that …
A the prices she charges are rather high.
B she can hardly make ends meet on the money she makes.
C her day-to-day life is as ordinary as anybody else’s.

Answer

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

B

Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez,
amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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2. rész 
Olvasott szöveg értése

Test 3

Below you will find some advice for young writers. Find the missing subheading in 
the list (AN) for each paragraph (110) and put the letters in the grid. There are two 
subheadings that you will not need. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

FINDING YOUR VOICE

How does a young writer go about finding his or her unique voice?

0. They will help you to think about this subject.

1. What kinds of books do you like?  What subjects interest you? The kind of reading you 
like will help you to identify the sort of books you want to write.

2. I know writers who have achieved publication by studying the market and developing a 
voice that fits it.  But this is not the only or the most satisfying way of writing. You want 
to write the stories that  you alone can write for like-minded people to read. 

3. Kurt Vonnegut said that your subject should be something you want to get up on a soapbox 
and shout about. Find the material that really sets you on fire. Nothing else will do.

4. You don’t know what you’ve got until you’ve written it.  Your first draft won’t be perfect. 
But you’ll have something to work on. You will have a text that you can edit and refine and 
develop into something neater.

5. Spend a week writing down your thoughts and observations of the world as honestly as 
you can, and then read it back and surprise yourself with the way you see the world. 

6. At first it might be as difficult as hearing your voice recorded for the first time, but putting 
your work aside for a few weeks can often help. You can be much more dispassionate with 
something once you’ve forgotten that you’ve written it.

7. Getting constructive criticism can be helpful. It can be interesting to hear how others read 
and respond to your work. It can help you to improve your ideas and the characters.

8. Your voice is not only in what you write but also in how you write. Each sentence conjures 
an image in the mind of your reader  ̶  are all these sentences accurate? Could they be cut 
or expanded? 
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9. Ernest Hemingway said that. Perhaps it’s not the best advice for your health, but what he 
means is that the first draft needs to be fiery. After that, you should distance yourself from 
your writing.

10. Finding your voice is a journey of self-discovery. Your stories often come from quite a 
deep, buried part of your unconscious. Don’t be frightened of what emerges. It’s all a useful 
part of the process of writing something truly new in a voice that no one has ever heard 
before: yours.  

 

Subheadings

A Get it on paper

B Choose your readers

C Here are some pointers for you

D What sort of a reader are you?

E Write drunk. Edit sober

F Use shorter paragraphs

G It's all in the language

H Have an outline

I Get feedback

K Be brave 

L Read yourself

M Be passionate

N Be truthful

Answer 

0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

C
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Test 4

There are eleven gaps (0–10) in the text below. Find the missing parts in the list (A–N) 
and put the letters in the grid. There are two parts you will not need. There is an 
example (0) for you at the beginning.

One of Britain’s most picturesque villages that   0   a year has been ruined - by a bright 

yellow car. 

Tourists from around the world   1   of Bibury to take photos of the cottages on Arlington 

Row. The 14th century cottages are also the most-photographed ‚ordinary’ dwellings in Britain. 

Arlington Row was built around 1380 from local stone and   2   on the inside cover of 

the British passport. 

But photographers   3   about the setting, and photographs, which are ruined by the 

„ugly, yellow car”. The bright yellow Vauxhall Corsa is owned by local resident Peter Maddox, 

a retired dentist, who claims he   4   the banana-mobile. He said: „What choice do I 

have? There is nowhere else I can put the car.”  But local photographers have complained the 

yellow car   5   of the beautiful location. 

Photographer Lee McCallum started a debate when he   6   from his Facebook account 

which read: „Bibury’s elephant in the room.” Photographer Robin Lawrence said: „It gets in 

the way of photographs.”

Slovakian architect Beata Cachovanova travelled to Bibury to see the world-famous Arlington 

Row, but was sadly disappointed. She said: „It was there and I   7  . I come across this 

problem a lot - something spoiling the perfect picture.” 

Peter, who has lived in a cottage above Arlington Row - on the rightfully-named Awkward Hill - 

for the last 12 years, has no garage. He said: „They can come and talk to me. I    8   there 

is nowhere else for me to put it.” Peter bought the bright yellow Corsa a year-and-a-half ago 

and uses it to do his shopping. He added: „It’s a lovely car and I love it here. The   9   - I 

don’t hear them.” 

Residents of Arlington Row described the debate as a „storm in a teacup” and defended 

Peter: „Tourists should realise that we live here. These are our homes. Peter has every right  

  10   and there isn’t anywhere else he can park.

Arlington Row began life as a wool store but was converted into a row of weavers’ cottages in 

the 17th century.
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A is ruining the idyllic shot

B to keep his car there

C attracts thousands of tourists 

D has nowhere else to park 

E go to the picture-postcard village 

F tourists don't bother me 

G could not move it 

H its image can be seen

I does not not object to the car 

K posted a photo of the scene

L is taking photos of the car 

M would just tell them

N have started to complain

Answer 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

C

Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez,
amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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3. rész 
Íráskészség

Test 5

A class trip

You have recently arrived home from your class excursion. Write an email of 130160 
words to your English friend about the following:

• How did you like the class trip? Why?
• Is it the natural or the urban environment that makes a class trip more enjoyable?
• What problems might arise/occur during a class trip?
• What does the success of a class trip depend on?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont
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Test 6

Choosing a career

Some young people are discussing the topic of choosing a career on an Internet blog. 
Write a post of 130160 words about the following:

• What jobs are particularly popular among young people?
• What are the most important criteria for choosing a career?
• What are the difficulties of choosing a career and why?
• How can secondary school students reach their long-term goals?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont
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A szövegek forrásai:
1. feladat: http://www.notsoboringlife.com/celebrityhobbies/ 
2. feladat: http://www.theguardian.com/money/2013/mar/24/jobs-confidential-truth-about-work
3. feladat: Julia Bell: Find Your Voice. Writing Magazine, March 2013, pp. 32–33.
4. feladat: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/11374252/Yellow-car-photobombs-tourist-pictures-in-prety
tyCotswoldvillage.html


